
Job Description

This quote is for the labor and materials to chemically remove the calcium and lime from the wall of the Azitra patio. We will also

remove any organic growth after the calcium and lime has been removed. We will access water to complete this work from the

exterior commercial spigots throughout this project.

Files and Photos

 

JOB SUMMARY

From Southern Outdoor Restoration

3217 Northside Drive

Raleigh, NC 27615

(919) 366-7474

Job No. 19827739

Date 10/18/2020 

Type Cleaning

PO No.  

Job For American Asset Corporation

Brier Creek Commons, LLC

Brier Creek Parkway

Raleigh, NC 27617

Services

- Remove heavy calcium deposits from back wall of Azitra patio with calcite presoak and NMD80. Agitate with wire

brush and reapply chemicals as needed. 

- Treat wall and 40 tip to remove organic growth after calcium is removed.

Parts, labor and items used QTY

Service Efflorescence/Calcium/Lime Treatment 1
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Brick chipped when 40 tipped
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Thick calcium
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Comments

Finished calcium removal..

Removed about 90percent. Applied several applications of chemicals needed. Scrubbed and scrapped of calcium.. Also doubled back to

hit some areas from previous night to attempt to remove remaining. Feel much better on how job turned out tonight..Everything

cleaned up well..

No deficiencies

Used 3 gallons of removal 

2 gallons MD80

This section of wall has really thick calcium.. Used scrapper and brush to at least get some of it knocked down smooth.. We did remove

some calcium but still no real luck removing all.. sand blasting would be ideal for this job..

Used 4 gallons of removal 

3 gallons MD80

Calcium buildup is pretty bad. 

Was able to complete a section of wall.. Again applying several applications of remover and MD80. Used a scrapper to scrape the really

thick areas along with purchased wired brushes. Remove about 85 percent of calcium.. Some places of brick chipped in the process of 40

tipping.(see deficiency).Will return tonight to complete another section. Everything cleaned up pretty well..

No deficiencies

Did not have the proper wired brushes to do more.. Applied several applications of presoak and md80. Was able to remove a some

calcium off a section of brick wall. Will return with proper materials to complete.. Overall the section was treated turned out well..
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